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Traffic Accident Prediction Based on Comprehensive
Data Comparison
Pavel Vrtal1 and Jakub Nováček2
Abstract – The project aims to improve the road safety by
identification of potentially risky locations on roads that show
similarities to known accident locations. This contribution
presents an algorithm that is combining the commonly used
methods and the road characteristics identified through the road
network analysis and road passport. It is able to search for
potentially risky locations on the road network and alert the road
managers to the potentially risk prone sites.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The issue of the road accidents is a long-standing and
ongoing issue that requires constant attention. The Czech
Republic (CR), like any other European Union country,
is obliged to adopt a plan to reduce the consequences of the
road accidents, the so-called White Paper [1]. This document
serves as the base for a number of national strategic documents,
including the National Road Safety Strategy in the CR [2], [3].
One of the main objectives of the current practices is to promote
the idea of "Vision Zero". This idea ideally represents
a transport system without fatalities or serious injuries.
Achieving such a goal is so far only utopia, but it is still
assumed that it will be possible to achieve or at least come very
close to this result in the future.
It can be said that there is a number of factors by which this
objective can be met. One of the potential solutions is the
development of modern technologies and systems that will not
only contribute to reduction of accidents, but also help
to prevent them. Essentially, these elements are already being
used as support systems for vehicles, where the last stage
is completely autonomous driving without human assistance.
Progress in this issue is considerable and a lot of time and
money was invested in the development. However,
to effectively achieve Vision Zero, another key condition must
be met. A shift or a transformation of the transport
infrastructure to such a state that it does not pose a risk by itself.
A number of procedures are currently used to proactively help
to improve this condition. Road safety inspections can be seen
as a typical example [4], where the acquired knowledge directly
improves the quality of the existing roads. Another effective
tool is the implementation of road safety audits, which in turn
highlights the road design deficiencies and risks already at the
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design stage. Although the quality of the road network
is constantly being improved in this way, the overall progress
is not sufficient. There is still a number of places that are risky
in design and dangerous for road users, however, not addressed.
The current approach of identification of accident sites in the
CR is based on certified methodologies that use various
classifications. Currently, the most widely used approach is to
identify the accident sites by three key criteria. By a definition,
the accident site is a site where occurred at least 3 accidents
with personal consequences within1year, at least 3 accidents
with personal consequences of the same type in 3 years,
or at least 5 accidents of the same type during 1-year period [2].
Another approach is based on identification of the accident sites
through mathematical models that predict the locations by the
traffic volumes [5]. It is also possible to determine the accident
sites by the relevant road managers on the basis of their
practical experience. Nevertheless, independently on the
chosen approach, the identification of accident site is usually
only retrospective and the approach is therefore not proactive.
The aim of this contribution is to highlight the fact that there
are a number of locations on the road network that show
a number of similar characteristics to already identified
accident sites and could therefore present a potential risk for the
road user. The only difference is that no significant accident
event or a larger number of accidents has yet taken place.
By identifying such potentially risky sites, it would be possible
to achieve the desired proactive approach and avoid
unnecessary injuries. Therefore, an algorithm for identification
of new, potential accident-prone locations based on predefined
input information is presented. The algorithm is based on the
principle of conditional probability.
The following chapters set out how this outcome can
be achieved. The first part of the text describes the way in
which the input parameters concerning the directional and
elevation characteristics of the road can be appropriately
identified. The next section focuses on the creation of
a database of the individual features necessary to identify
a match to already known accident locations. Last but not least,
a procedure how to apply it in practice is outlined.

II. METHODS
The initial idea was to create a test algorithm that would
be able to detect and search for similar sections in other
parts of the road network based on predefined road
parameters (directional and elevation guidance). All outputs
are designed to correspond with a particular probability
match to a pre-identified location. However, it is necessary

to consider the non-uniform characteristics of the road
section. At the same time, there is also a problem with the
different orientation of the cardinal points of the individual
roads. Furthermore, it is also not possible to simply find the
mathematical properties of a road curve defined
by previously known equations. For this reason, it was
necessary to use a procedure that could effectively identify
a specific road section with high accuracy without
any additional information about the specific properties.
The ideal way was to use a common geodetic coordination
system, such as the single trigonometric cadastral network
(S-JTSK) used in the CR, to determine the position
and elevation of any point of the road in the terrain.
Additionally, it was necessary to obtain approximate
information on the curvature of the analysed roads using
the high quality data from the map portal of the Czech
Office of Surveying and Cadastre [6] and the web portal
Mapy.cz [7]. The current research is in its initial and testing
phase, so only the road centerline position and elevation
of the road has been utilized. In the future, it will
be necessary to use the axes of individual lanes. However,
the export of the position coordinates of road axis points
directly from map applications is not entirely usable.
The output of individual points is not with a constant
spacing and the recorded position of points changes
dynamically depending on the curvature of the road.
Therefore, in order for the comparison algorithm to work
properly, it was necessary to split the roads into fixed
lengths. In this way, it was possible to obtain a sufficiently
detailed coordinate description of the selected roads (Fig 1).
The road segment length should be short enough to enable
the determination of low curvature radius, yet, not too small
due to the overall length of the road network.

Fig. 2. Relative displacement of road segment end points

Fig 3 further defines the relative displacements of the
individual points of the road segments. At the same time,
a subsequent calculation of the area under the road curve,
enables to identify similar road segments within the road
network in high accuracy. The identification is done through
comparison of the change in the area beneath individual road
sections. In this way, the algorithm is able to find similar
sections of road on any length of section based on the
acceptable difference threshold. The amount of surface change
is almost constant in sections that show small changes
in geometry. Typical examples would be straight road sections
or directional curves with a constant radius. The match
is no longer such at the transitional point, however, these points
can still be located. It is also able to distinguish the direction
of the road (left-hand, right-handed curve).

Fig. 3. Calculation of the area under the road curve based on the
relative displacement
Fig. 1. Splitting the road into fixed length elements

The position point comparison algorithm is constructed
in such a way that the individual section lengths between
adjacent points are taken as a specific parameter. The
difference between the previous and subsequent X and Y
coordinates is then calculated. It enables to obtain
the positional differences of the X and Y coordinates
and thus the road spatial layout. An illustrative example
is shown in Fig 2.

Completing the elevation map for the road sections
in question is considerably more complicated. The freely
available map documentation is not sufficiently accurate
to determine an adequate match. In order to achieve the most
accurate result, it was necessary to use models of aerial laser
scanning of the elevation in the CR. These models are digital
terrain models which captures the natural or human activitymodified surface in digital form. The models are in the form
of heights of discrete points in an irregular triangular area
network (TIN). Digital models used for the purposes of this
study are the 1st and 5th generation models (DMR 1G and 5G).
According to the authors' assessment, these models contain the
most suitable data for the purposes. The mean error of DMR
1G is 0.4 m in open terrain, without obstacles, and 0.7 m

in forested landscape [8]. It can be seen that the achieved
accuracy is not quite ideal, however, the advantage of using this
scanning is in the possibility to identify bridge objects, which
are not so accurate or completely missing in the following
generations. The reason is that subsequent generations have
a more aggressive error filtering approach, which lead
to omission of these objects. The use of the latest, 5th
generation surface scanning, on the other hand, have
a significantly smaller mean error. The DMR 5G is stated to
have an accuracy of 0.18 m in open terrain and 0.3 m in forested
landscapes [9]. By combining the aforementioned models
together with directional location of road network, it was
possible to determine the vertical alignment. However, due
to the differences in heights of the DMR, it was necessary
to develop an algorithm that estimated the correct heights.
The approach works by the prediction of subsequent points
through calculation of the trend of the height values. As a base
information was taken the DMR 5G model. If the subsequent
height from the model corresponded with the predicted value,
it was possible to consider that the subsequent height was
correct. If the prediction of the next point height significantly
differed, it was evaluated as an incorrect by the algorithm
and replaced by the 1st generation height information. In case,
that both models’ heights showed values which differed
significantly, the predicted height information was used.
The model of the particular road vertical alignment was thus
created by iterative evaluation of the most suitable points.
The road was then divided into sections of constant length,
similar to the directional alignment. In order to further
minimize the effects of local errors, the resulting vertical
alignment was smoothed with use of the simple moving
average. The idea is that the changes in the vertical alignment
of the road are gradual and continuous. At the same time,
to check the error rate, maximum and mean errors were
evaluated and this information was used for new iteration
to improve the resulting quality of the model. The test output
from the vertical alignment of road can be seen in the following
Fig 4 and 5. In the first case the road is routed under the bridge
structure, in the second case the road is routed over the bridge.

Fig. 5. Vertical alignment model – over the bridge (DMR 1G – blue
line, DMR 5g – orange line, 1st iteration – yellow line, final model –
violet line)

After obtaining general information on the directional
and vertical alignment, a detailed assessment of the individual
elements on and near the road must be provided. The principle
for the identification of typologically similar sections within
the road network is based primarily on a sufficiently detailed
database containing various segments. Fig 6 shows the initial
layout of the database structure, which can subsequently
be used for the filtering. This part is still under development
and it is likely that there will be subsequent modifications
to evaluate all aspects crucial for an accurate determination.
The database is designed in such a way that each road section
"Road element" is supplemented with different groups
of attributes that modify the resulting correspondence
of the selected section with other road sections. In general,
the sub-categories of the "Road element" can be divided into
elements that will contain basic information on geometric
parameters, information related to the traffic characteristics,
road infrastructure or facilities in close proximity to the road.
At the same time, each section is supplemented with
information related to traffic accidents statistics. This database
will also include the use of data obtained in the context of road
safety inspections aggregated in the CEBASS (Central
Evidence of Road Safety Analysis) database [10].

Fig. 4. Vertical alignment model – under the bridge (DMR 1G – blue
line, DMR 5g – orange line, 1st iteration – yellow line, final model –
violet line)

Fig. 6. Database layout and its relations

III. POSSIBLE LIMITATIONS
The accuracy of the resulting forecast of potentially risky
road sections will depend mainly on the quality of the input
data, which significantly influence the result. At the same time,
it is necessary to establish a scale of significance for individual
attributes, which can be used to prioritize sub-elements
of the database over others. If the thresholds of the matching
is set too high in the final stage, the algorithm will not be able
to find any similar results. For this reason, it is necessary to test
the possibilities of how accurate the matching performs and
to find a compromise between identical and errant solutions.
If the results are sufficiently valid, desirable step is a creation
of a simple and intuitive web interface that will contain
the above-mentioned principles. Through filter windows
or by directly marking of an area on the map, it will be possible
to find places with similar character from a pre-selected
location. The graphical representation in the map base will then
be discussed as to how best to interpret these results in order
to make them as user-friendly as possible for wide range
of potential users (such as road administrators, safety experts,
road managers).

IV. FUTURE DIRECTION OF THE RESEARCH
The future steps lies mainly in adding new elements
to the database, which will characterize the roads in more
detail. At the same time, in this way, elements of a different
nature will be collected that can develop the passport
of the roads in more detail. Another way to use the new solution
is, for example, to implement information in car navigation
systems in such a way that the system would inform the driver
that he is in areas where increased caution is needed. Last but
not least, it is possible to look at the result of this project
as a database that can be used to search for very similar places
on the roads and thus suggest, for example, the reconstruction
of selected elements or sections of the road.

V. CONCLUSION
The search for new ways to effectively address and prevent
traffic accidents is a necessity for the future development
and improvement of the traffic safety. This article illustrates
one possible step to make a comprehensive use of the available
data and to look at accident rates in a different way than
has been done so far. If the full functionality of the proposed
solution is achieved, it will be possible to effectively predict
a potentially hazardous locations where significant socioeconomic loses could occur. It also has the benefit of informing
the road managers that there are areas on the road network that
need to be addressed as a priority and enables to take
a proactive approach.
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